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How
uses pace in the part
of answering and
thinks about wanting
always to move
I think always
to move and that is
the question
this body is is
always really easy
in the feeling but not
traveling the neurotypical way
is facing the neurodiverse always
bettering the world
the always easy way is
the pace of talking
the always open pace is
the way of me and I
language the way patting
and talking the way
of tall ideas
that race timed body
of calm thinking
this will think about time
as the sudden and
the suspended
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forget that open pauses
are the actual thinking and
I always think important will
thinks that the pace must
always run and I want
people to understand that
will is also
in the pause
I think that pace is
always individing always
the moments I
see and feel in my
face allowing me to see
too much at the same
time
I am good about
gaming the sometimes
manageable face
of things but I always
think about them
going on and on without me and not easy
going
I rally the living
objects as they are
alive amazing and I
easily am attracted to faces
of objects that need
me and the way
I rally your question
is with animals
of offering that are
the rubber bath toys
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I think that the way I feel
about objects is the same
way people care about each
other and I am liking and
loving everyone
Attention in all things is
what the world needs
and the way of autistics
is the way of easy love
Very gift on my mind is
the ability to appreciate
things and challenge is
not being appreciated
Does everyone understand
how autism is?
Very feeling that lots
of people do not
The way I want meaning
of autism is feeling
open and needing
the weight of
the special assists
Very my way of language is
always in the sometimes
movement and the somethings
of objects
Go light the answers
with lots of things
—Adam Wolfond
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